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Qualifying 
Rou d  of Da to a’s Se io  I Ka t as o tested et ee   d i e s o e   atego ies. As the 
green flag went out, it was Kameron Khan who led the first round of Qualifying, and breaking into 

the 69-second lap-times already, with Oscar Lancaster following in close 2nd and Tyler Parslow in 

3rd place, less than 1.5 sec behind. Charlie Fenton was looking promising in 4th place, with Jack 

Mayor rounding up the Top 5 with a 71.466 second lap-time. 

 

Q1 - Eliminated Drivers – Martin Fisher, Tyler Fossey, John Donnelly 

 

Tyler Parslow found the pace, as the track recovered from what appeared to be a session of spitting 

rain, and slotted himself into 2nd place. Charlie Fenton also moved up a position, and was now in 

3rd, with another 69-second lap-time, with Oscar Lancaster now in 4th place; with 70.147. Kameron 

Khan was still in the lead, with a lap time of 69.208, already knocking on the 68-second lap times. As 

the chequered flag went out, it was a provisional pole for Khan. 

 

Q2 - Eliminated Drivers – Jack Mayor, James Lawrence, Michael Saward 

 

Round 3 of Qualifying saw Khan still on the provisional pole, with Tyler Parslow in 2nd place with a 

lap ti e of 6 . 6 se ., ut it as just ot e ough to halle ge Ka e o  Kha ’s lo  6 -sec pace. 

Oscar Lancaster was still in P3, and with the chequered flag going out, it was pole position for 

Kameron Khan, with Parslow in 2nd, Lancaster in 3rd, with Charlie Fenton and Michael Saward in P4 

and P5, respectively. 

 

Race 1 
The green lights marked the start of Race 1, as Kameron Khan led the pack into Turn 2, with Tyler 

Parslow following close by, and Oscar Lancaster in a promising 3rd place. Charlie Fenton was directly 

behind in 4th place, just a second behind, and catching up fast. The Top 4 drivers gained good 

momentum and separated themselves by about 2 seconds from the rest of the field, lapping the 

circuit in the sub-70 sec. lap times. Further down the pack, it was Jack Mayor who had to defend 

from James Lawrence, Toby Cirel, John Donnelly and Michael Saward, as they were less than a 

second off his rear bumper and pushing hard for P5. 

 

With Lap 7 under way, Lancaster displayed terrific pace, and was working hard to get past Parslow, 

ut T le ’s defe si e d i i g a d ette  e it li es did ot let that happe . Cha lie Fe to  as i  a 
solitary 4th place, with being 3 seconds ahead and behind the nearest competitors. Kameron Khan 

was in the lead by about 3.5 seconds, and was looking good for the win, but Lancaster who had 

managed to find a way into 2nd, and Parslow were clawing back time, slowly but surely, about 0.4 

seconds per lap. 
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Parslow managed to reclaim 2nd place on the entrance of Turn 8, but this would be an ongoing 

battle as Lancaster was still looking sharp and keeping pace, eventually regaining P2 on the entrance 

of T10. Further back, there was an interesting battle between Martin Fisher and Tyler Fossey for P10, 

as they were nose-to-tail and posting identical lap times. 

 

In the closing stages of the race, Kameron Khan had a lead of more than 8 seconds after posting 

consistent 69-sec lap times, with Tyler Parslow and Oscar Lancaster following behind, still very close 

to each other and battling for 2nd place, with Parslow still leading the battle. As the chequered flag 

went out it was Khan, Parslow and Lancaster in 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, respectively. 

 

Race 2 

Heat 2 saw a neat start from everyone, with Khan in the lead after starting from pole for the second 

time, Tyler Parslow overtook for 2nd place, and Oscar Lancaster was now 3rd on the opening lap. 

After trying to go side by side through Turn 9, James Lawrence and Charlie Fenton came into Turn 

10, with Lawrence dropping to the back after a spin.  

There was a good battle between Michael Saward and Toby Cirel, with both of them posting solid lap 

times, and alternating positions for a couple of laps, with Cirel ultimately emerging on top in P6. 

Further up the order, it was Jack Mayor in P5, in a rather solitary drive, while Charlie Fenton was 

o  ha i g to at h d pla e, ut Os a  La aste ’s d i i g as uite spe ta ula , as he fou d good 
momentum, now in the low 69-second lap-times, matching the pace of the race leader! 

Michael Saward vs Toby Cirel was a close battle, as they were less than a second off each other, but 

James Lawrence was catching up now, as his pace was stronger, and by the end of Lap 12 was in a 

position to challenge for position. As Saward vs Cirel continued, the former made a move stick and 

overtook for P6, while at the front Lancaster overtook Parslow for 2nd place. Kameron Khan was in a 

solitary lead, but he was not yet out of reach of Lancaster, who was catching up, and there was still 

time to challenge for P1. 

In the closing stages of the race, the Top 3 drivers were flying, with Parslow, Khan and Lancaster all 

starting to lap back markers on their way round the circuit. Khan was knocking on the door of the 68-

sec lap times, whilst Parslow and Lancaster were both in the low 69s. Once again, the focus shifted 

to the battle between Cirel and Saward, with Saward finally emerging on top, taking James Lawrence 

through with him as well. 

The chequered flag went out to Kameron Khan, with Oscar Lancaster coming 2nd and Tyler Parslow 

in 3rd place. 


